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The Hague Convention (1907) compelled warring powers to look after their captives and keep track 

of them. It said nothing about extracting information from them. The Royal Navy’s Intelligence 

Division spotted this opportunity in WW1 – and systematically exploited it. 

Two men who had been on the receiving end were the key. 

 

Vivian Brandon and Bernard Trench were arrested for spying during a semi-official tour of the Frisian 

Islands in 1910. They came home two years later speaking German fluently, knowing the methods used by 

their future enemies, and with no love of life behind bars.  

 

By early 1915 Brandon was running Intelligence Division’s German section and developing standard 

techniques for handling and questioning captives. The processes he and Trench evolved over the next 

three years informed the uniquely successful Combined Services Detailed Interrogation Centres (CSDIC) in 

World War II.  

 

Here we follow the naval interrogators’ growing confidence and expertise from their pioneering first steps in 

World War I to their role in dismantling one of the most vicious regimes the planet has ever seen. 

 

Derek adds, “The sophistication and co-operative approach of the British centres was simply beyond the 

imagination of the despotic regimes the Allies faced. The results they obtained were game-changing.”  

 

 

DEREK NUDD is the author of Armageddon Fed Up with This and Castaways of the 

Kriegsmarine. He has written, edited and spoken in the field of naval and maritime history, 

appeared on television and acted as historical consultant to TV. www.dnudd.co.uk 

 

 

 

 
Derek Nudd is available for interviews. You can access photographs and a digital review copy here.  
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“This is a good history of the British naval PoW interrogation process and what it yielded across 

the World Wars. Readable and interesting to newcomers and those familiar with the topic alike.”                                                                    

Dr Marcus Faulkner, King’s College London 

 


